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Introduction and equations

Resistive plasmas are of fundamental importance in the description of
physical phenomena such as magnetic reconnection (Sironi and Spitkovski
2014), which has been recently pointed out as an efficient site for particle
acceleration.

The equations used to describe a relativistic resistive plasma are
(Komissarov 2007):

∂tD +∇ · (ργv) = 0

∂tm +∇ · (ρhγ2vv − EE − BB + ptotI) = 0

∂tE +∇ ·m = 0

∂tB +∇× E = 0

∂tE −∇× B = −γ
η

[
E + v × B − (E · v)v

]
− (∇ · E )v

where η is the resistivity.
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Numerical algorithms

Stiff terms (Palenzuela et al. 2009, MMBDZ):

We employ a 2nd order IMEX-RK scheme. The implicite steps are solved
through an iterative scheme, based on a multidimensional
Newton-Broyden method.

Maxwell equations (MMBDZ):

Direct application of Stokes’ theorem to Faraday’s and Ampere’s laws
ensures that the resulting discretization is divergence-free for the magnetic
field and charge-conserving for the electric field .

Riemann problem (Miranda-Aranguren et al. 2018, MMBDZ):

The solution to the Riemann problem is obtained under condition σ = 0
and is based on the combination of two solvers: a Maxwell solver for the
outermost electromagnetic waves and a solver across the sound waves
where only hydrodynamical variables have non trivial jumps.
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Results and conclusions

The new module of PLUTO code (Mignone et al. 2007) is able to solve
RRMHD equations in 1D, 2D or 3D both with low and high resistivity.

The solution tends to the ideal solution if the resistivity is low, while it
becomes more diffusive (as it should be) as the resistivity increases. The
module is available in the latest version of PLUTO (4.4) under conditions.
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